Background
• Shewanella oneidensis strain MR-1: a dissimilatory metal-reducing bacterium
• Capable of using extracellular solid metal oxides as terminal electron sinks
• A complex system of many multiheme proteins transfers electrons to the cell exterior
• MtrF: the first outer membrane decaheme c-type cytochrome whose crystal structure was determined
• Crystal structure enables new insights into biological charge transport processes 
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• The first crystal structure of a bacterial decaheme c-type cytochrome enables new insights into biological charge transfer processes • Electronic coupling matrix element is defined as:
between two diabatic states a and b • Free energy difference between two states can be computed via thermodynamic integration:
where the potential energy U is a function of λ and the canonical average is taken over the corresponding potential energy surface
• Classical molecular dynamics simulations were used to obtain reduction potentials via thermodynamic integration, scaling atomic charges linearly with λ:
• This yields:
• Two different pathways were used:
-Oxidation of a reduced heme to directly yield its reduction potential -Electron transfer between a reduced and an oxidized heme to yield electron transfer free energies (which in turn provide relative reduction potentials)
• Assumption: Electron supply to protein is a limiting factor --> Electron transport, not hole transport --> Treat all hemes but one as oxidized
